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n the summer of 2017, the Departments of History and Sociology, Anthropology 

and Social Work took 23 UNF students to Spain to study pilgrimage on the 

Camino Francés. Generous grants from the International Center, Academic 

Affairs, and the University Board of Trustees helped make this trip possible. 

The Center for Instruction 

and Research Technology provided 

indispensible support and expertise 

that allowed students to present 

their experiences in engaging and 

sophisticated ways. Michael Boyles 

gave generously of his time and 

remarkable skills to document 

and publicize this transformational 

pilgrimage. The staff of the Cursos 

Internacionales at the University of Burgos provided gracious hospitality and once again 

made our stay in Burgos one of the highlights of the trip. Finally, we would also like to 

thank retired UNF Provost, Earle Traynham, for his support and encouragement.

Few people know  
how to take a walk.  
The qualifications are  

endurance, plain clothes,  
old shoes, an eye for nature,  
good humor, vast curiosity,  
good speech, good silence  
and nothing too much.

   — Ralph Waldo EmERson

‘‘

’’



During three weeks abroad, students traveled the entire length of the Camino Francés, 

from its traditional starting point in the French Basque town of St. Jean Pied de Port 

to Santiago de Compostela — ending the journey in Finisterre on the Atlantic Coast of 

Spain. Students walked the final 70 miles, traversing the stunning Galician countryside on 

foot and retracing the steps of more than a millennium of pilgrims seeking communion 

with St. James and his earthly relics. The shrine, which by the 12th century had emerged 

as the third most prestigious pilgrimage destination in the Catholic world — ranking 

below only Jerusalem and Rome 

— continues to draw thousands 

of pilgrims each year to the 

northwestern corner of Spain. 

In July of 2017 alone, more than 

47,000 pilgrims received their 

Compostelas at the Pilgrim’s 

Office in Santiago, reflecting the 

Camino’s burgeoning popularity.

 

Although engaged in a centuries-old pilgrimage 

tradition, students employed a variety of modern 

technologies to explore, analyze and document 

their physical and intellectual journeys. Students 

recorded GPS data, interviews, and soundscapes, 

created blogs, and gathered data to be included in a 

GIS story-mapping project. In addition, the project 

documented pilgrim spaces — church interiors, 

cafés, town squares, forests, and fields — using 360° 

photographic technology. Student-collected data and 

projects have been published on the UNF Camino 2017 

website and are also included in the UNF Pilgrimage 

Project, an ongoing digital humanities initiative that 

combines interdisciplinary approaches with digital 

and STEM technologies to study the cultural, social, 

economic and environmental impact of pilgrimage.

 



Through landscape readings, spatial mapping, and ethnographic interviews, students 

explored the use of landscape to structure and give meaning to pilgrims’ experiences.  

At the same time, students documented the 

impact of pilgrimage on the landscape itself, 

observing the ways pilgrims and institutions 

shape the landscape to amplify and 

authenticate pilgrimage. The desire for an 

“authentic” spiritual journey also encourages 

pilgrims to render their experiences of these 

landscapes in deeply sensual terms. Like their 

medieval predecessors, today’s “authentic” 

pilgrims describe a hyper-awareness of the body and its sensory inputs. To capture this 

hyper-sensuality, we have organized this book into five main chapters. Each chapter 

is built around one of the senses and ordered according to the traditional medieval 

hierarchy — sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch. Some of the images and texts 

straightforwardly address the senses, others do so more obliquely through inference, 

suggestion and, we hope, humor.



Medieval pilgrims sought bodily contact with the divine: to see,  

to smell, to touch, to hear, and even to taste the numinous 

presence of the saints. The body of the saint, in the memorable 

words of Peter Brown, served as a “joining of heaven and earth.” (Brown, 1)  

The saint resided in heaven among the blessed, but was simultaneously present on earth. 

Not surprisingly, pilgrim narratives and miracle stories frequently highlight the sensory 

apprehension of the saint’s presence. 

The author of the Liber Sancti Jacobi — according to tradition, Pope Calixtus II — 

described the miraculous appearance of St. James to a captured soldier awaiting execution.  

“As the next morning was dawning as the soldier was calling on Saint James between his 

sobs. Lo and behold, the apostle himself was standing before him, saying, “Behold, I whom 

you have called am here.” Then the whole house was filled with a most serene light and 

with such a fragrance that all the soldiers and all the others who were there thought that 

they had been transported to the delights of paradise.” (Melczer, 94)

For the ideal pilgrim, pilgrimage transported the earthly body to the delights of paradise —  

delights experienced through the physical senses. The sermon, Veneranda Dies, also 

traditionally ascribed to Calixtus, describes the “choruses of pilgrims” processing  

to the threshold of St. James, some singing “with lutes, some with lyres, some with 

drums, some with flutes, some with pipes, some with trumpets, some with harps,  

some with violas, some with British or Gallic wheels, some with psalteries.” The body  

of St. James himself was “divinely lit by paradisaical carbuncles, incessantly honored 

with immaculate and soft perfumes, decorated with dazzling celestial candles, and 

diligently worshipped by attentive angels. (Melczer, 127)

The fifteenth-century pilgrim to Santiago, William Wey, described the visual pomp 

of Vespers where he saw “six rectors choral in scarlet capes holding in their hands 

long staffs covered with silver.” Pilgrims also flocked to touch the stone — “this Most 

Holy Boat” — on which St. James’s body was laid after its arrival in Spain. “Pilgrims 

approach it and touch it physically in summer when the water level is low and the river 

dry.” On the north side of the cathedral, pilgrims slaked their thirst in a “marvelous 

I C  T O T U S  E S T  P R A E S E N S



fountain,” whose waters were 

“sweet, nourishing, healthy, clear, 

excellent, warm in winter and fresh 

in summer.” (Davey, 211)

Of course, pilgrims indulged other 

appetites as well. Medieval preachers 

warned of the dangers of prostitutes 

who lurked in the forests along 

the path to Santiago (Coffey, 36). 

The over-zealous scold, Margery 

Kempe, earned the enmity of her 

fellow travelers when she refused to 

eat meat and drink wine, speaking 

incessantly of the “love and goodness of our Lord, as well at the table as in other places.” 

(Staley, 45) Her presence became such a drag on her companions they cursed her  

and drove her out of their company.  

Margery’s companions were not alone in their concern for good food and drink.  

The author of the twelfth-century Pilgrim’s Guide to Santiago characterized regions 

primarily by the quality of the food. The Landes of the Bordelais “were deprived of  

all good: there is no bread, wine, meat, fish, water or springs.” (Melczer, 90) 

The Basque Country is “wooded, mountainous and devoid of bread.” (Melczer, 91) 

Castilla on the other hand “abounds in fodder and in vigorous horses, and it has plenty 

of bread, wine, meat, fish, milk, and honey.” And Galicia “is provided with excellent 

rivers, meadows and orchards, and with plenty of good fruits and clear springs.” 

(Melczer, 96)

Contemporary pilgrims continue to revel in the sights, sounds and tastes of the journey. 

Diana, a native of Cambridge and a minister of the Church of England, described one 

of her most cherished experiences on the Camino in our 2017 interview. “The evenings 

tended to be quite memorable. Large quantities of wine get drunk. There was one 

particular night when we had ten nations around the table … they pushed tables together 

and overwhelmed the kitchen and drank a lot of wine, and sang songs, and recited 

poetry, and put the world to right. It was wonderful. It was a very good night.”



Discourses surrounding “authentic” pilgrimage also frequently hinge on the senses.  

Many peregrinos (pilgrims) complain bitterly about the commercialization of pilgrimage,  

especially the turigrinos (tourist pilgrims) and the industries that cater to them.  

For “authentic” pilgrims, it is the weight of the pack, the heat of emerging blisters,  

and the damp snoring of fellow pilgrims that ensoul the journey. Anything else is simply 

tourism. Pilgrims who walk from St. Jean Pied de Port often scoff at those who embark 

from Sarria. They did not struggle in the cold fog of the Pyrenees, bake in the heat of 

the Meseta, or endure its vast emptiness. Bicyclists, the peregrinos descafeinados 

(decaffeinated pilgrims) race through the landscape without appropriately experiencing it.  

A pilgrim in Frómista complained, “that doesn’t count. The pilgrim goes on foot.  

The pilgrim who goes by bike is a tourist.” (Frey, 129)

This work seeks to capture the intense sensory experiences of the Camino and the 

meanings travelers ascribe to them — the color of a Galician village at dawn, the softness  

of marble worn smooth by the elbows of countless thirsty pilgrims, and the taste of dust 

and silage under the afternoon sun.

The church in Roncesvalles, 
Real Colegiata de Santa María 
de Roncesvalles.



   A  F EAS T
   f o r  G LA D  E Y E S



ight ruled the medieval sensorium. It was the most intellectual, operated at 

the greatest distance, and, according to Hildegard of Bingen (1098-1179), 

provided the ability “to distinguish between the good and the inferior 

through knowledge and discernment.” (Jütte, 65) Stories of St. James’s 

miracles often focus on his radiant appearance and military bearing. A certain holy 

man, Stephen, who had given up the bishop’s miter to live in a hermit’s cell in Santiago, 

described St. James, “adorned in the whitest clothing, bearing military arms surpassing 

the rays of Titan.” (Coffey, 90) The twelfth-century author of the Codex Calixtinus 

breathlessly describes the sculptures “of marvelous workmanship” adorning the west 

portal of the cathedral in Santiago. “There,” the author continues, “the Lord appears in 

a dazzling cloud, his face shining as the sun, his garments sparkling as snow.” (Melczer, 

124) Tourists and pilgrims still crowd around the ornately decorated portals, although 

many reserve their most rapturous commentary for the breathtaking Spanish countryside 

or the rocky shores of the Coast of Death (Costa de la Muerte), “when I saw the water for  

the first time my heart opened … that for me was arriving.” (Kim Anja, Student Interview)

Cathedral of  Santa María  
de Burgos lit by the early 
evening sun.

c a e r  d e  l a s  n u b e s

Gray Pyrenean morning



The Plaza del Grano in León, 
site of the medieval grain 
market.

a b r i r  l o s  o j o s



“I enjoyed going to the
pilgrim mass tonight.

It is something
I am never going to forget.

Communion and having
the pilgrims’ blessing

was something
I was happy

I did not miss.”

           — Alison BAllArd

Ornate replica of the  
14th-century Gerona  
baldachin in Roncesvalles



Clouds enshroud the village of 
Roncesvalles, the first Spanish 
town on the Camino Francés.



Warm light bathes
the village of Roncesvalles.



s e r  d e l  a ñ o  d e  l a  p e r a



Morning light illuminates the 
streets of Puente la Reina.The river Nive in St. Jean Pied de 

Port, France, the starting point of 
the Camino Francés, in English, 
the French Way.



“One piece of architecture
that caught our eye

was the bridge built for pilgrims
by the wife of Sancho III

at the crossing point  
of the Aragonese

and French Way.”

             — JilliAn roBerson

Puente la Reina, the  
11th-century pilgrim’s  
bridge over the river Arga



a  l a  v i s t a

“Day one in Burgos
and the city immediately

gripped my heart
and attention.

The rich history and
easy to navigate streets

instantly made me
love this city .”

       — AmArilys sAnchez



The octagonal 12th-century  
St. Mary of Eunate, inspired 
by the church of the Holy 
Sepulcher in Jerusalem



Paseo de la Audiencia  
in Burgos

The Abbey of Santa María  
la Real de Las Huelgas, the  
city gate (16th century), and 
various buildings in Burgos



“Traveler,
there is no path.
The path is made

by walking.”

   — Antonio mAchAdo

Early morning outing along  
the river Arlanzón in Burgos



“There were
yellow arrows  
which your life
depended on
that peppered

the local buildings,
roads, signs, posts,

and so on.”

 — zAchAry Poole



d e j a r  q u e  r u e d e  l a  b o l a



The sanctuary and the  
chapel at la Cartuja de  
Miraflores in Burgos

A stone cross welcomes 
pilgrims to the main street  
in O Leboreiro. 



“The monastery held
many artifacts, artworks
and scriptures which were

amazingly preserved —
each beautiful

in a different way.”

       — sAmAnthA ArBuckle

Museum of the Cartuja de  
Miraflores in Burgos



Frescos de la capilla de  
Nuestra Señora Miraflores

The sanctuary and museum  
of the Cartuja de Miraflores



Many faces we encountered 
thoughout northern Spain.





Warm evening light in León



The monochromatic streets  
of Santiago de Compostela



LI STE N
               a n d  H EAR



edieval pilgrims commented extensively on sounds — both sacred  

and profane. The Pilgrim’s Guide enumerates the host of languages 

and dialects encountered: the “clever” language of the Poitevins,  

the “rustic” speech of the Bordelais (Melczer, 90), and the bestial 

howls and owlish hoots of the Navarrese and Basques (Melczer, 95). Pilgrims carried  

an array of instruments — bagpipes, flutes, and psalteries, as well as less formal percussive  

instruments that doubled as cooking pots and storage vessels. In 1407, one onlooker 

protested the impious cacophony, complaining that with their “singing, and the sound of 

their piping … and with the barking out of dogs after them, that they make more noise 

than if the King came there … with all his clarions and many other minstrels.” (Webb, 155) 

Pilgrims today contend with car horns, traffic circles, and iPhones blasting the latest 

Europop from overtaxed speakers. Approaching Santiago, pilgrims skirt the airport while 

commercial jets roar overhead. But the bells persist — marking the passing quarter hours  

and calling the faithful and curious to Vespers. Spanish, French, German, English, and a  

smattering of Japanese drift up and down the Camino. Pilgrims still break into spontaneous  

song; while the sound of horses’ hooves and the deeply personal rhythm of each plodding 

pilgrim still convey something of the enduring noise of humanity in motion.

Morning hike through  
the Pyrenees near  
Roncesvalles, Spain

King David soothes the spirit 
of Saul at the Puerta de las 
Platerías, Santiago Cathedral



“The area seemed
old and medieval,
lost in time really.

There were no cars nor any  
modern noise —  

just the wildlife and natural creek.
It was relaxing to sit there and see

how people moved through
or stopped to rest.”

        — WilliAm GAlAne

The footbridge at  
Molino de Marzan-Leiman  
just outside of Sarria



Clouds in Roncesvalles enfold 
the sounds of water dripping, 
cowbells, and bleating sheep.



Tourist voices  
and pilgrims’ boots  
echo through the  
León Cathedral.



Belfry of the Parish  
Church of Santa María  
de Muxía

Iglesia de San Lesmes Abad 
containing the relics of  
San Lesme, the patron  
saint of Burgos



“The pilgrim culture
and Camino life

is definitely not something
you can fully describe,

it is something you
have to experience.”

       — iAn zordAn

The organ of the Cathedral of 
Santa María de León with its 
“en chamade” pipes (trumpets) 
protruding outwards





“We came to the conclusion
that there is no wrong way

to do the Camino
but there may be a better one,

which includes taking your time,
enjoying the journey and

the people you are with.”

             — GloriA turner



“What an incredible  
growth and learning opportunity.

We all got the chance to  
step out of our shells  

and experience new cultures  
and languages.”

       — GrAhAm PittenGer



Bagpiping pig adorns a  
15th-century choir stall seat  
in the León Cathedral.

Lovingly carved gluttony  
and pride warn choristers  
of the wages of sin.



Heavenly Music: Portico de 
la Gloria, Santiago; and the 
tympanum of the Sarmental 
door in the Burgos Cathedral



             PAST  a n d
          PRE S E NT  s c e n t s



mell occupied an important place in the medieval inventory of sanctity.  

The bodies of saints frequently emitted a honeyed fragrance years after 

their interment. Incense, most spectacularly displayed by the Botofumeiro 

of Santiago, marked the mass with its sweet scents. When medieval preachers  

imagined the Annunciation, they described Mary’s sacred room filled with the pleasant 

odors of herbs and flowers. According to medieval medical theories, smell could also harm.  

Miasmic airs emanating from sewers and swamps, bodily effluvium, and agricultural 

waste, threatened real physical and psychic damage. Modern pilgrims, too, find themselves  

keenly aware of smells. In a culture increasingly deodorized, memories of the Camino 

are invariably suffused with the odor of pilgrims’ bodies and sweat-stained packs. West of 

Sarria, behind every copse and tree, human waste and tufts of toilet paper bear witness 

to the daily crush of passing pilgrims. In trail-side cafés, the smells of café con leche 

and orange juice mix with manure, wet straw, and silage. In the Pyrenees, wild oregano 

crushed under walking feet perfumes the air. Along the Arga, dill weed vies with Spanish 

cane for sun and soil on the riverbank. Farther west, in the cool dampness of Galicia, 

mint and nettles grow together in the ditches, before giving way to vast stands of fragrant 

eucalyptus, whose dense shade and camphoraceous litter turn verdant soil sterile.

Young farmer digs  
potatoes near Sarria.

Queso de Arzúa, a traditional 
homemade Galician cheese, 
ages in a shop window in Arzúa.



“There are twelve chapels 
around the choir,  

and the vault at the head of  
the crossing point is the highest.  

In the middle of it,  
a great thurible is swung … 

with aromatic smoke.”

   — hieronymous münzer, 1494

The botafumeiro  
perfumes the Cathedral
of Santiago de Compostela.



h u e l e  q u e  a l i m e n t a



Fresh fish, flowers, and  
pigs feet in the Mercado Sur 
in Burgos



Diesel and manure linger  
long after the tractor passes 
west of Arzúa.



Canine pilgrims pick  
up the scent.

Damp morning air saturated 
with the smells of eucalyptus, 
wet horse, and brown earth



Farm cat soaks up the  
heat of fermenting silage 
outside of Sarria.

Street cleaners wash away the 
remnants of the night.



The Carthusian Monastery 
known as Cartuja de Miraflores, 
redolent of rose-scented  
candles, oils and incense

“Pilgrimage has created a  
stronghold of Catholic beliefs

of people who live and visit
areas along the Camino.

This can be seen by the prevalence
of Catholic churches
that are spread out

across the entire route.”

        — lAWrence lukshA



Abbey apothecary drawers which 
once contained essential herbs 
including wolfsbane, marjoram,  
and thyme (Santo Domingo de Silos)



      TAS T E
 a n d  K NOW



t the end of the fifteenth century, the German Pilgrim, Hieronymous Münzer,  

praised the quality of food in Santiago, a city with “gardens full of oranges  

and lemons, apples, pears, plums and other fruits.” (Krochalis, 73) He also 

associated towns and regions with their dietary habits. The people of  

Galicia “live largely on pork flesh, and truly in all their doings they are unclean and porcine.”  

(Krochalis, 83) Modern pilgrims, too, filter their experiences through food and drink; 

café con leche, kalimotxo, sidra, sopa de lentejas, paella, tortillas, and helado blend 

with the voices of friends and strangers in camino-side cafes and in communal breakfast 

rooms. Many look back wistfully on meals of bread and chorizo, cooking and eating  

with familiar strangers, and days scheduled by the basic needs of hunger and thirst.  

Food can also be a source of complaints. The endless breakfasts of bread and coffee 

elicited more than a few groans — “I got up early for this?” Some pilgrims grow tired 

of the monotonous offerings of the daily Pilgrim’s Menu (Menú del Peregrino): mixed 

salad, spaghetti, chicken and fries, or grilled hake — with cheap icecream served in its 

waxed-paper container for dessert. Kim Anja, a German student in her early twenties, 

laughed about the food, “I think all the pilgrims think it could be better because all the 

pilgrim menus are the same.” (Student Interview)



“The day started with  
a nice breakfast at a local café.

I got a tortilla and  
tomato sandwich. 

I love these small cafés  
and the relaxing atmosphere  

they provide.”

        — iAn thomPson



Traditional Galician dish,  
pulpo a feira, served  
with smoked paprika and  
drizzled with olive oil

Food gives way to laughter  
and conversation.



Bulk beans and walnuts  
in León street market

t e n e r  m u c h a  m i g a



s e  m e  h a c e  a g u a  l a  b o c a

Common tapas, pan  
con tomate and  
aceitunas españolas



The locals, as well as  
the pilgrims, enjoy 
eating on the Camino.



The softness of marble  
worn smooth by the  
elbows of countless  
thirsty pilgrims in León

Public fountains refresh  
thirsty pilgrims.



“My first tapas and  
I ordered croquetas de jamón.  
I had never had them before and  
did not know what they were.  

I am still not entirely sure  
what all was in them  

but I know it was good ! ”

   — mAdAlin lAncAster



¡ o s t r a s !



c o n  p a n  y  v i n o
 s e  a n d a  e l  c a m i n o



   t o  TOUC H
i s  t o  E X PE RI E NC E



eligious devotion took intensely tactile form in medieval sermons and 

hagiographies. Bernard of Clairvaux likened Christ’s love for his Church to 

passionate physical love, “You will touch me with the hand of faith, the 

finger of desire, the embrace of love.” (Bernard of Clairvaux) 

St. Thomas famously demanded tangible verification of the resurrected Christ. I will not 

believe he said, except that I “thrust my hand into his side.” (John 20:25) In a miracle 

ascribed to St. James, the apostle appeared to Christian soldiers languishing in  

a Saracen prison. “With his potent right hand joined to the hands of the captives, the 

saint, with divine approbation, released them from this perilous prison.” (Melczer, 61)  

Modern pilgrims express similarly intense experiences of touch. “Underfoot, I felt a 

different combination of pebbles and rocks each time my foot hit the ground … 

The variations of hardness, softness, and sharpness are never the same.” (Frey, 75)  

Wet blistered feet, bedbugs, hands clasped in the triumph of arrival, the crush of pilgrims 

through the narrow passageway leading to the Praza do Obradoiro, and St. James embraced 

behind the altar, shape and texture pilgrims’ memories. And although officials no longer 

allow visitors to touch the pillar of St. James in the Puerta de Gloria, their finger holes, 

worn in the marble by centuries of devotion, still proclaim their absent presence.

Richly-textured rooftops in 
Santiago de Compostela



p o n e r  e l  d e d o  e n  l a  l l a g a
Doubting Thomas confirms  
his faith (12th century relief, 
Santo Domingo de Silos).



Pilgrims scallop shell — 
tangible symbol of the  
Camino and practical  
vessel for food and drink

Pilgrim’s passport with  
autheticating stamps (sellos)



“I was overwhelmed by the  
acceptance, love and positivity

I experienced while walking.  
There were constant reminders  

along the way to keep your  
spirits high, and to treat people  

around you with care.”

            — AlissA schWeers



Blacksmith shapes steel  
at the Forjas Aegui.



Relaxing in the river Arlanza  
in Covarrubius

Human connections 
in Santo Domino de Silos



“I would expect that,
to a certain extent,

the Camino has turned
its surrounding areas
into sites of tourism

and changed the culture
of the people living
along the way.”

        — kAlee Frieze

p o n e r  l o s  o j o s  e n  b l a n c o
Curious looking Estrella  
Galicia beer tap in a café,  
just outside of Arzúa



Wind turbines stretch  
to the horizon along the  
Coast of Death. 

The Coast of Death —
Finisterre and Muxía



q u e d a r s e  d e  p i e d r a



The deft hands of Antonio 
Suárez Gordón produce  
new medieval illuminations  
in his León workshop.

Sea-rounded stones on 
the Coast of Death



Door knocker clutching 
pomegranate in  
Puente la Reina

Professors Lukens-Bull and 
Sheffler at the Museo de la 
Evolución Humana in Burgos



Pet me.Skillfully restored concrete yard 
ornament, Santiago



COM E  t o
           y o u r  S E NS E S



Arriving in Praza do  
Obradoiro with the  
scaffolded Cathedral of  
Santiago in the background

Receiving our compostelas  
in Santiago



“Te lucis ante”
swelled from him

so sweetly,
with such devotion
and so pure a tone,

my senses lost the sense
of self completely.

   — Purgatorio Canto Viii



Hospital del Rey formerly 
provided care for sick pilgrims; 
today it houses the University 
of Burgos Faculty of Law.

Elena Vicente Domingo,  
Vice-rector, and Jesús González 
Ortega give a warm welcome  
to the University of Burgos.



“And now, every day,
I wake up in the shadow

of a black rooster.
And who is

to blame for this ?”

           — Antonio

c a m b i a r  m á s
   q u e  u n a  v e l e t a

Rooster weather vane has 
served as a symbol of Leon 
and the Church of St. Isidoro 
for centuries.



“I was genuinely amazed  
by how frequented 
the trail was and

how far it spanned
across the continent

of Europe.”

     — coGAn roBertson



Pilgrims arrive in Portmarín, 
crossing the Fichier Bridge  
over the River Miño.

The original site of Portomarín 
now lies submerged beneath 
the reservoir formed by the 
damming of Miño in the 1950s.



“The view from the top of the hill 

was one of the best on the trip.

It was the first time that

I remember just standing there

and looking at something

and being in complete awe

of what I was looking at.”

       — WilliAm GAlAne

Overlooking the  
Benedictine monastery of 
Santo Domingo de Silos



“I enjoyed every moment
on this trip and

the realizations that have
helped me as a person

will always
be with me.”

        — nick iorio

p a s a  c o m o  u n a
     n u b e  d e  v e r a n o



Stands of commercially  
farmed eucalyptus  
overlook a hillside between  
Portomarín and Palas de Rei. 

A typically gray day on the 
Galician Camino



“Ending on a twelve-miler —  
which sounds pretty far —  

but when that is the only event  
on your agenda for the day,  

you have more
than enough time.”

         — chAselle mirAndA



“According to every 

through-hiking pilgrim I spoke to

they rarely stop in the other large cities

for more than a night

because they will lose track of

their traveling group.”

        — dillon donechie

Arriving in the Praza do  
Obradoiro, adjacent to  
Cathedral of Santiago



“This trip tested  
my emotional, mental  
and physical limits,  
and I would not take  

any of it back.”

    — AnAstAsiA condon



e s t o  e s  p a n  c o m i d o



“Between learning so much
about the Camino de Santiago,  

experiencing a different culture,
and meeting so many new people,

I feel like I have just participated in
a once in a lifetime experience.”

       — Andre sAntAnnA

Traditional Spanish Gigantes  
y Cabezudos enter the  
church of Santiago to mark  
the Feast of St. James.



“I felt more relaxed  
along the Camino

than I had in many years.
There was a sense of freedom
to find your own way that
proceeded into every aspect

of the journey.”

        — AndreW Jones



MAP PI NG  t h e  WAY



apping is a common anthropological and historical activity that helps 

orient a cultural scene and formulate questions for further research. 

What are the contours and boundaries, both real and imagined, of a 

particular space? How do these boundaries and contours influence its use?  

What structures control and determine the ways that people move through and interact 

with their surroundings? How do individuals and groups contravene and subvert these 

structures? Answering these questions through careful observation and mapping sheds 

light on spatial practices and provides material for deeper analysis of community 

dynamics. In the study of religion, sacred spaces and landscapes merit special attention, 

particularly their definition, designation, and distribution. The Cathedral of Santiago 

de Compostela is sacred, in part, because it is believed to host the relics of St. James. 

Other spaces are sacred because of how they are used. For many pilgrims, the entire 

Camino — a nebulous network of paths from across Europe converging on Santiago — 

constitutes a sacred space, sacralized by the movements of pious travelers. Such notions 

of sacred space have real political, social, and economic consequences, raising the 

stakes of even mundane conversations about the diversion and extension of traditional 

routes, commercial development, graffiti, and the proper disposal of toilet paper.  



Google Earth satellite image of 
the Cathedral in Santiago.

Student map of the Plaza Rey 
San Fernando, Burgos.

To explore these contested spaces and interstices, students mapped and described a 

variety of landscapes and places — intersections, cafés, parks, and cathedral plazas — 

where the sacred and profane intersect and humans pursue the messy business of life.



and community, but instead the echoing silence of  

people “alone together.” (Challenger, Walking the 

Camino) As participants in the Camino and its culture,  

students grappled with pilgrims’ anxieties about these 

new technologies. For some, technology represents an 

unwelcome intrusion, debasing the spiritual essence  

of the experience. Increasingly, however, easy connectivity  

has been incorporated into new rites and rituals —  

selfies, travel blogs, and Instagram food photos, allow  

friends and family to participate virtually with loved ones  

and for pilgrims to reconnect with each other along the Camino. In fact, one pilgrim felt  

his efforts to unplug actually alientated him from his fellow travelers. (Támara, Without 

Technology) While not ignoring the unique joys of travel at a human pace, we encouraged 

our students to employ an array of technological tools including: GPS mapping software, 

blogs, audio and video recording devices, and 360° cameras. Students used these technologies  

to gather data for ESRI storymapping projects, ethnographic interviews, and landscape 

readings which can be accessed on our blog and through the UNF Digital Humanities Initiative.

A  S I X T H  S E N S E :  W I F I ,  T E C H N O L O G Y ,  A N D  T H E  C A M I N O

Digital technologies increasingly comprise a prosthetic sixth sense, allowing pilgrims 

to perceive and encounter the Camino in a manner that differs profoundly from their 

predecessors just a few short years ago. As anthropologist Nancy Louise Frey noted in 

her 2017 keynote address to the Annual General meeting of the London Confraternity of 

St. James, technology, especially access to social 

media, has radically altered the Camino experience. 

The intensity of the experience, particularly the 

disorientation caused by separation from the familiar, 

has been blunted. Although Frey is quick to point out 

that technology is a tool that is neither good nor bad, 

nevertheless it has real consequences for pilgrims. 

(Frey, Keynote Address) These consequences are 

especially profound for those pilgrims who prize 

“authenticity.” Many complain, that the albergues and  

hostels no longer ring with the sounds of conversation  
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